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FALKE Women´s Legwear Spring/Summer 2020 

House of Colours 
Escape the stressful working day, unwind and do your thing in your own home. The FALKE House 

of Colours Spring/Summer 2020 Collection represents the various areas of a person's home. The 

futuristic kitchen with its bulky look, the Mediterranean terrace in terracotta tones and the 

garden with its mesocosm of flora and fauna form the basis of the collection. The clean 

bedroom in pastel shades and the glamorous bathroom with dark stone elements complete 

the concept. Feel at home in the FALKE House of Colours. 

  

  

FALKE Women’s Legwear highlights:  

FALKE Graphic: With their graphic design, the transparent FALKE Ravishing stay ups and the 

FALKE Creative Craft knitted socks make for a futuristic look. Lurex accents set sparkling 

highlights, making the socks the perfect companion for every outfit. Another eye-catcher is the 

FALKE Scraps which stand out with a mosaic pattern.  

 

FALKE Flowers: The 360° print makes the printed FALKE Jungle Mistress the most colourful socks 

in the knitted range. The FALKE Watercolor tights with a subtle floral pattern stand for flower 

power. Thanks to the soft tones, the pattern seems painted directly on the leg. 

 

FALKE Paisly: The FALKE Renaissance short sock jazzes up any summer outfit with a subdued 

paisley pattern in pastel colours.  

 

FALKE Athleisure: Sporty stripes above the ankle make the FALKE Tie-Break socks the highlight 

in the FALKE Athleisures range. Their sporty elegance is emphasised by the mesh structure. In 

combination with sneakers and a pleated skirt, they make for the perfect summer outfit.  The 

range is complemented by the cool FALKE Soft Code toeless knee-highs in two-toned colour 

block design.  

 

FALKE Animal: The FALKE Celebration leggings with a transparent leo print or the FALKE Jungle 

Fever socks with leo pattern and a tropical print conjure up a sensational look on every 

woman’s leg.  Animal print as a seasonal must-have is complemented by the FALKE Poisoned 

Sylva knee-highs in snake design. 


